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Description

Photos

This moderately difficult trail takes you to two
major alpine huts within walking distance from
Hotel Höhlenstein, which offers a place to relax
and unwind with its own farm and rich selection of
local specialties. The trip is most suitable during
the summer months; in winter there is timecontrolled traffic for toboggan tracks.

Food/refreshments
The trail is not demanding and it offers two perfect
refreshment and dining options - Grieralm and
Höllensteinhütte. All you will need to take with you
is something to drink and a small snack.
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Trekking shoes
A small snack
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A raincoat
Trekking poles
Navigation materials, map
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Start of trail

The trail starts and ends in front of Hotel Höhlenstein. The trip can be made easier by
driving up to Grieralm (or Höllensteinhütte).
GPS: 47°8'28''N ; 11°42'56''E

Trail description
1340m JUNS

1787m GRIERALM

You start out from Hotel Höhlenstein on the sidewalk along the road towards Hintertux.
After about 400 meters, there is a turning point to the bridge over the Tuxerbach River
(Fig. A). Right after the bridge you turn left, and after roughly 0.5 km you go upward to
the right along the marked road No. 24 to Grieralm. The journey can be shortened by
crossing a local farm. However, if you are afraid of coming into direct contact with cows,
you should walk around the farm.
There are two options for going up to Grieralm. You can go on the maintained, slightly
rising gravel path. This path is longer, but it allows for a quiet walk through the Tyrolean
landscape. The second path leads through the woods. It is shorter but steeper, on a
narrow footpath with lots of stones. This path is chosen by those who seek the beauty of
almost untouched Tyrolean nature and do not mind a steep hill. The ascent takes about
2 hours, a little less if you choose the forest path. You will be welcomed in front of
Grieralm by a gate to "Natur paradise" (Fig. B)
Grieralm itself is a popular destination for both locals and tourists. In this alpine "oasis"
you can replenish the energy you lost with the help of Tyrolean specialties in the form of
food and drink. After refreshments, you can use the sun loungers overlooking the snowcovered mountain shields and relax.
From Grieralm, you will walk for about another 20 minutes up the hill around Lake
Griersee. This path is pleasant. Most of it runs along a narrow footpath; it is not
demanding and it offers many resting benches. The descent will lead you to
Höllensteinhütte, the last stage of which is quite steep.

1740m HÖLLENSTEINHÜTTE
Höllensteinhütte (Fig. E) is a large restaurant with accommodation, its own farm and a large
terrace. Women in local folk costumes offer tourists Tyrolean specialties and a perfect place to
sit and relax.
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The road splits after Höllensteinhütte (Fig. F). You can either take the steeper, narrower forest
path or a longer but slightly broader gravel path, winding in a serpentine manner. After about
half an hour you will reach the Tuxerbach River, and you walk along it to reach our hotel
Höhlenstein in Juns.

1340m JUNS
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